
Materials   Mild Steel.

Connections          flow and return.

Test pressure   13 Bar

Testing authority   EN

Maximum operating pressure 10 Bar

Maximum working temperature 110ºC

Packaging   Wrapped in polyethylene with cardboard protectors.

1
2”

The Radiator Company
Units 13 - 14 Charlwoods Road
East Grinstead
West Sussex
RH19 2HU

All products must be inspected once removed from the packaging and The Radiator Company notified 
within 28 days of delivery of any scratches, blemishes or other damage. 
The Radiator Company will then replace the radiator. 

Imperfect radiators should therefore not be fitted and The Radiator Company will not accept responsibility 
for replacement of scratched or damaged radiators once they have been fitted. This includes any 
consequential loss or cost of fitting.

If The Radiator Company are not notified within 28 days of the date on the signed delivery note then it 
will be deemed that The Radiator Company have fully complied with its obligations and claims will not be 
considered.

Failure to comply with any of the above may invalidate any claims.

We recommend that after you check the product on delivery that it is stored in its  packaging to prevent 
damage prior to installation. The Radiator Company cannot accept responsibility for items damaged after 
delivery.

Terms & Conditions

Guarantees & Liabilities
As we are not the manufacturers of this product we will take all reasonable endeavours to make over to 
you the benefit of any warranty or guarantee given by the manufacturer, which is usually five years on most 
of our range. (Copies of specific guarantees for any of our products are available on request).

The guarantees in all cases are subject to the products being installed in accordance with British and or 
European standards as well as these fitting instructions. The guarantees in all cases are restricted to the 
free of charge replacement or repair of the failed product only. Our liability will under no circumstances 
extend beyond the repair or replacement of the product supplied by us. Claims for either labour in 
replacement or damage to property are not admissible. Any goods that are returned, in the event of a 
problem, will belong to The Radiator Company.

Technical Specifications

The Ancona Sectional range is incredibly 
versatile with literally hundreds of possible sizes, 
in a choice of mounting options.

Please read these instructions and terms and 
conditions carefully prior to installation. 
Failure to do so may invalidate the warranty.

Ancona® 

stock in white

Fittings Instructions 

If you have any questions please contact us on 01342 302250
www.theradiatorcompany.co.uk

If you have any questions please contact us on 01342 302250
www.theradiatorcompany.co.uk
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PLEASE NOTE: Systems using micro bore pipework must have adequate pressure and flow 
rates for the number and style of radiators on the system.



Unpack & Inspect1

Contents2

Mark Bracket Positions3

Diagrams of Ancona Sectional 

The Radiator Company prides itself on selecting products from 
manufacturers who exercise tight quality control measures. We only select 
models with excellent standards of welding and brazing, as well as high 
quality finishes. All of our products are well packaged and should reach you 
in perfect condition. Just in case however, we offer a minimum 5-year no 
quibble guarantee for all radiators and towel rails.

Please carefully unpack and inspect this radiator and all fittings. The Radiator 
Company must be notified of any shortages or damage within 28 days of 
delivery. For further information please see terms and conditions on back 
page.

Using a suitable drill bit, screws and plugs, fix the brackets 
and level with a spirit level (please see diagrams).

Fix Brackets6

PLEASE NOTE :
It is essential that all brackets are level to ensure a vertical 
alignment for connecting the pipe work.

Pipe Centres

With all brackets or feet positions marked and / or fixed, the radiator is 
placed in its final position for valve and pipe work connections. Please 
ensure the flow is connected to the correct end nearest the diverter (please 
see diagram).

7 Hang Radiator & Commission

• 2 Cast feet 
 & 2 wall ties
• 3 Cast feet 
 & 3 wall ties
• 4 Cast feet 
 & 4 wall ties

Cast FeetYou should have:Up to 20 sections

= typical cast feet / wall bracket positions

20 sections and over

x

x = typical wall tie positions

Wall ties should be logically positioned to prevent Ancona Sectionals from 
falling away from the wall, usually spaced two sections in from either end. 
If more than 3 brackets or feet have been supplied these should be spaced 
evenly.

Bracket Positions

Blanking 
plug

Air vent

Flow Return

Diverter position

Orientation

Pipe Centres for Ancona Sectional with Cast Feet, Slip on Feet or 
Wall Brackets

Pipe centres left to right = number of sections x 46mm plus 24mm 
  for bushes plus valves

Pipe centres from wall   2 Column = 66mm to 76mm
  3 Column = 87mm to 97mm
  4 Column = 107mm to 117mm

x x x x
up to 20 sections

21 - 30 sections

• 2 Wall brackets 
 & 2 wall ties
• 3 Wall brackets  
 & 3 wall ties
• 4 Wall brackets  
 & 4 wall ties

For radiators

plus

• 1 Air vent
• 1 Blanking Plug
• 4 Bushes / Gaskets
• 1 Air vent key
• 1 Spring diverter
 

Cast Feet 
Fit the wall ties equally spaced on the back of the radiator. Position the 
outer cast feet close to the wall and ideally spaced between the first and 
second section in from either end. Place the radiator on the feet and using 
a long pencil mark the wall tie fixing positions against the wall (please see 
diagram).

Slip on Welded Feet
Fit the wall ties equally spaced on the back of the radiator. Position the 
outer slip on feet close to the wall and ideally on the outside section of 
either end. Place the radiator on the feet and using a long pencil mark the 
wall tie fixing positions against the wall (please see diagram).

Wall Brackets 
We recommend Ancona radiators sit on wall brackets, this makes them less 
visible when fitted and will give your radiator better support. Wall brackets 
are typically positioned between the first and second section in from either 
end (please see diagram).

Diverter Installation5

Diverter

IMPORTANT NOTE:  
Steel Multi Column radiators have specific left and right hand threaded 
bushes and these can be easily damaged if forced or incorrectly fitted (this 
will inevitably cause leaks). Bushes require a dry fit connection only; you 
must not use any Compound materials (e.g. Jet Blue) or Plumbers Hemp. 
If you choose you may use up to 4 turns of PTFE tape to help seal the 
threads (the tape should be applied in the direction of the thread and no 
more than this amount should be used as this may cause leaks to occur)
If looking directly at the front of the radiator, the two bushes with an ‘S’ 
cast on them are positioned on the left and turned anti-clockwise. The two 
bushes cast with a ‘D’ are positioned on the right and turned clockwise.

Fit Bushes4

Slip on Feet Wall Brackets

• 2 Slip on feet 
 & 2 wall ties
• 3 Slip on feet 
 & 3 wall ties
• 4 Slip on feet 
 & 4 wall ties

= typical slip on welded feet positions

Wall tie assembley

Please Note: In accordance with Part L1 2006 of the Building Regulations 
and BS7593:1992 code of practice for the treatment of hot water and 
central heating systems, we strongly recommend flushing the heating 
system post installation of new radiators and then adding the correct 
quantity and type of inhibitor for use with your radiator and system to 
prevent corrosion. Damage caused to systems not protected by a suitable 
inhibitor will not be covered by manufacturer’s guarantee. 

Diverter should be installed into the flow side of the radiator. Holding the 
diverter, make sure the two prongs are facing upwards and the backing 
plate is furthest away from you (image 1). Start by inserting the top longer 
prong first (image 2). Rotate the diverter (image 3) until it’s sitting loosely 
inside the bush connection (image 4). Using a large flat head screwdriver (or 
other suitable tool), gently push the bottom prong (image 5) until it sits fully 
inside the bush connection (image 6).

Please Note: Be aware this process could damage the radiator if done 
incorrectly. Before using a screwdriver (or suitable tool) to push the 
diverter in position, be sure to wrap the tool in tape to help prevent 
damaging the radiator if the tool were to slip.

To remove diverter, carefully place a flat head screwdriver (or other suitable 
tool) underneath the bottom prong. Carefully prise the diverter out of it’s 
seated position. Remove diverter in reverse order of the above stages.

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.


